Ch. 2—The Earth in Space
•Sec. 2.1—Earth: A Unique
Planet
•Sec. 2.2—Movements of the
Earth
•Sec. 2.3—Artificial Satellites

Statistics of Earth…
• Viewed from space, the earth appears to be a perfect
sphere.
• However, careful measurements reveal that the earth’s
circumference, all the way around, varies slightly,
depending on where it is measured.
• The circumference measured around the poles is
40,007 km, or 24,849 miles.
• …around the equator is 40,074 km, or 24,890 miles.
• Because of these differences in the earth’s
circumference, the earth has the shape of an oblate

spheroid—a slightly flattened sphere.
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Statistics of Earth con.’t…
• The spinning of the earth
on its axis causes the
oblate spheroid shape.
• The earth’s ax is- is an

im aginary line straight line
running through the earth
from the North Pole to the
South Pole.

• Earth’s surface also
appears to be smooth from
space. Given the size of
the planet, it is relatively
smooth.
• From the tallest mountain and
the deepest ocean trench the
distance is 20 km, 12.4 miles,
which is small compared to the
earth’s average diameter of
12,735 km, 7,910 miles

The Hydrosphere and Atmosphere…
• Remember—all the earth’s water makes up the
hydrosphere .
• The earth is 71% covered by water, and about 97% of
that water is in the salty oceans.
• The remaining 3% water is found in lakes, rivers,
streams, and glaciers & polar ice sheets.
• Of that 3%, ice caps/glaciers consists of 77%, 22%
groundwater, 1% other.
• Remember—The earth is surrounded by a blanket of
gases called the atm osphere .
• The atmosphere provides the air you breathe and
shields the earth from the sun’s harmful radiation.
• The atmosphere is made of 78% nitrogen, & 21%
oxygen…the other 1% includes other gases—argon,
carbon dioxide-CO2, and helium.
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The Earth’s Interior…
• Direct observation of the earth’s interior is
impossible, so scientists rely on indirect
methods to study it.
• For example, scientists have made important
discoveries about the earth’s interior through
studies of seismic waves- are vibrations that

travel through the earth… earthquakes and
ex plosions on or near earth’s surface produce
seism ic w aves.

• By studying these waves as they travel
through earth, scientists have determined that
the earth is made up of three major zones.

Zones of the Earth
• 3 zones:
Zone #1
– Crust- the thin solid outerm ost zone of the

earth.

• The crust makes up only 1% of the earth’s mass.
• Beneath the ocean, the crust is called oceanic
crust, having a thickness of about 5-10 km, 3.16.2 miles, thick.
• Beneath the continents, continental crust, varies
in thickness from 15-80 km, 9.3-50 miles, thick.
• Continental crust is thicker than oceanic crust,
the thickest beneath mountain ranges.

3 Zones con.’t…
Zone #2
– Below the crust lies the mantle- a zone of

rock nearly 2,900 km thick, it m akes up
m ost of the earth’s m ass, 2/ 3’s, and is
divided into three different regions.
– Three Different Regions:

• The uppermost portion is cool and brittle, called
the lithosphere, a rigid layer.
• Below the lithosphere lies the asthenosphere,
because of enormous heat and pressure, the
solid rock of the asthenospshere has the ability
to flow—the ability of a solid to flow is called
plasticity.
• The lower mantle is called the mesosphere.

3 Zones con.’t…
Zone #3
– Below the mantle is the core- it form s the

center of the earth and is m ade m ostly of
iron.

• From seismic studies, scientists hypothesis the
outer core is a dense liquid & the inner core is a

dense solid sphere.

• The inner and outer core together make up nearly
one third of the earth’s mass.

• What are the
three zones of
the mantle?
• Label the zones

Crust

Mantle
Core

Seismic Wave Studies…
• There are two types of seismic waves, which both behave
differently:
– 1. Primary, P, waves
– 2. Secondary, S, waves

P waves travel through liquids, solids, and gases.
S waves travel only through solids.
P waves also travel faster than S waves.
The speed and direction of both types of waves are
affected by the composition of the material through
which they travel.
• Both P waves and S waves travel faster through more
rigid materials.
• These wave properties reveal much about the earth’s
interior.
•
•
•
•

The Moho…
• In 1909 Andrija Mohorovicic, a croatian scientist, discovered that
the speed of seismic waves increases abruptly 32 km to 70
km,19.9 to 43.5 miles, beneath the earth’s surface.

• This increase of speed of the seism ic w aves m arks the

boundary betw een the crust and m antle. This boundary is
called the M ohorovicic discontinuity, or the Moho.

• Below the Moho, at a depth of about 100 km, 62.1 miles, a
decrease in seismic-wave speed marks the boundary between the
lithosphere and the less rigid asthenosphere.
• Seismic waves then increase in speed until, at a depth of about
2,900 km, 1,801 miles, P waves slow down again, while S waves
disappear entirely. These changes mark the boundary between
the mantle and the outer core.
• Because S waves cannot travel through liquids and P waves slow
down in less-rigid materials, scientists think the outer core may
be a dense liquid.
• At a depth of 5,150 km, 3199 miles, P waves speed up again,
marking the boundary between the outer core and the inner core.
This increase in speed suggests that the inner core is a dense,
rigid solid.

Speed of waves through earth’s 3 zones…

Label the MOHO!!

Shadow Zones…
• Recordings of seismic waves around
the world reveal shadow zones on the
earth’s surface.
• Shadow zones- are locations on the

earth’s surface w here neither S or P
w aves are detected or w here only P
w aves are detected.

Figure of Shadow zones…
**Label the shadow
Zones!!!

The Earth as a Magnet…
• Like a bar magnet, one
on a fridge, the earth has
two magnetic poles.
• The earth’s m agnetic

field affects an area that
ex tends beyond the
atm osphere. This region
of space, w hich is
affected by the earth’s
m agnetic field, is called
the magnetosphere.

• The most likely reason
for our magnetic field is
our liquid iron outer
core…iron is a good
conductor, meaning it
produces electrical
currents that in turn
creates the earth’s
magnetic field.

The Earth’s Gravity…
• Isaac Newton made a very important contribution to
Earth Science…his studies of gravity- the force of

attraction that ex ists betw een all m atter in the
universe.
• Even you in space w ould have a gravitational pull.

• Newton described the effects of gravity in his law of
gravitation- this law states that the force of attraction
between any two objects depends upon their masses
and the distance between them.
• The larger the masses of two objects and the closer
together they are, the greater will be the force of
gravity between them.
• Mass is not weight! Mass is the amount of matter in an
object. Weight is the force of gravity on that matter.
• The mass of the earth exerts a force of gravity that
pulls objects toward the center of the earth.
• The closer to the core, the more you weigh, b/c of more
gravity!!!

The Rotating Earth…
•For everyone on earth, the most
observable effects of the earth’s
rotation on its axis are day &
night.
•As the earth rotates from west to
east, the sun appears to rise in
the east and set in the west.
•If it is daytime on one
hemisphere, it is nighttime on the
other.

The Revolving Earth…
•The earth’s orbit, or path around the sun, is slightly
elliptical—oval shaped.
•Therefore, the earth is not always the same distance
from the sun.
•At its closest point to the sun, the earth is said to be at —
perihelion, reached on Jan. 3
•At its farthest point, the earth is at —aphelion, reached
on July 4

The Revolving Earth con.’t…

•The earth’s axis is tilted 23.5 degrees from the
perpendicular (90 deg.) plane of its orbit.
•As the earth revolves around the sun, the direction its
axis points does not change; it always points toward
the North Star, Polaris.
•Consequently, during each revolution, the North Pole
tilts at times toward the sun, and at other times away
from it.

The Revolving Earth con.’t…
•When the North Pole is
tilted toward the sun, the
Northern Hemisphere has
longer periods of daylight.
•When the North Pole is
tilted away from the sun,
the Southern Hem. has
longer periods of daylight.
•B/c the sun’s rays are
nearly parallel to one
another as they reach the
earth, the sun’s rays strike
different parts of the earth
at different angles…this
determines how much solar
heat an area receives.

The Revolving Earth con.’t…
• When the sun is directly overhead, its rays
strike the earth at a 90 degree
angle…AROUND THE EQUATOR
• The closer to 90 degrees the rays are, the
more concentrated they are and greater is
the heat they produce on the earth’s surface.
• Where the rays spread out from 90 degrees,
MOVING AWAY FROM THE EQUATOR, the
solar heat reaching the surface of the earth
becomes less concentrated.
• Therefore, the more direct sunlight, the
hotter and vice-versa.

The Seasons—Summer Solstice…
• Each year on June 21 or 22, the
North Pole tilts toward the sun—on
this day, the sun’s rays strike the
earth at a 90 deg. angle along the
Tropic of Cancer (line above
equator)…this day is called the
summer solstice.
– It marks the beginning of summer
– The sun follows its highest path across
the sky on that day.
– The Northern Hemi. has the most hours
of daylight at the summer solstice
• The further north you go, the longer the
period of daylight you have…North of the
Artic Circle there are 24 hrs. of weak
daylight, south of the Antarctic Circle
there are 24 hrs. extremely cold
darkness.

The Seasons—Autumnal
Equinox…
• On September 22 or 23, the
sun’s rays strike the earth
at a 90 deg. angle along
the equator…this day is
called the autumnal
equinox.
– Hours of daylight and
darkness are equal
everywhere on the earth on
that day.
– This is b/c at the equinox the
North Pole tilts neither
toward nor away from the
sun.

The Seasons—Winter Solstice
• On Dec. 21 or 22, the sun’s rays
strike the earth at a 90 deg.
angle along the Tropic of
Capricorn (line below the
equator)…this day is called the
winter solstice .

– It marks the beginning of winter in
the Northern Hemi.
– Northern Hemi. has the fewest
daylight hours.
– The sun follows its lowest path
across the sky.
– 24 hrs. of extreme cold above
Arctic Circle, 24 hrs. of weak
sunlight south of the Antarctic
Circle.

The Seasons—Vernal Equinox…
• On March 21 or 22, the
sun’s rays again strike the
earth at a 90 deg. angle
along the equator…this
day is called the vernal
equinox.
– Marks the beginning of
spring.
– Just like the autumnal
equinox, the hours of
daylight and nighttime are
equal everywhere on earth.

-Diagram of Solstices & Equinoxes…
Draw the Diagram!!!!!!!
-Earth’s tilt is the reason for the seasons!!!!!

Precession…
• The earth’s axis moves slowly in a circle, like
a wobble, much like a top does as it slows
down from spinning.
• This circular motion of the earth’s axis is
called precession.
• Precession is caused by the gravitational pull
exerted on the rotating earth by the moon,
the sun, and the other planets.
• The earth’s axis completes only one full circle
every 26,000 years, so Polaris will continue
to be our North Star for many years to come.

Time Zones…
• 12:00 is defined as the time when the sun is
highest in the sky.
• Because of the sun’s apparent movement
from east to west, the sun appears highest
over different locations at different
times…Twelve noon in Orlando is actually
eleven in the morning in New Orleans.
• To avoid problems created by different noon
times at different places, we divide the
earth’s surface into 24 standard time zones—
in each zone, noon is set as the time when
the sun is highest over the center of that
zone.

Time Zones…

•The earth has been divided into 24 standard time
zones. Going east, travelers must set their clocks
ahead one hour for each time zone crossed, or,
traveling west, setting clocks back one hour.
•The International Date Line- line running from north
to south through the pacific ocean where the date
changes from one day to the next.

